
THE SALT AGORA

Kalahari, a barren place save a few small villages. Exotic animals, reptiles, and  
insects populate the red sand floor, their meager food portions the shrubs and  
tiny plants of the desert. Evaportion of water can happen nearly as fast as the 
rain falls, and so the salt content of rain is left behind in a matter of days. This 
salt, an important nutrition source for early tribes and hamlets, was too far 
from water, and so no villages could be built by it. Instead, caravans of the 
brave would venture forth, their gazes intent upon the raw salt blocks. 
However, these journeys were not without their dangers. Lack of water, 
raiders, poisonous animals, hunger, and weariness all threatened to kill these 
Salt Traders. Once the salt had been harvested, the product could be sold on 
the Agora, a special market which dealt with all the importation and exporting 
of salt. The player will take the role of a Salt Trader during such a time in 
Kalahari.

Character Creation:
The characters will play a Salt Trader, who begins a humble career in his quest  
for glory and gold. Follow the ordered steps below to create a character. The 
game is played with just one main trader character, although later he may 
hire additional help.
1) First the character must choose a first, middle, and last name. Record this 
on the character sheet.
2) Next the character chooses their personal stats; age, height, and sex. The 
age may vary from 17-35 (note that characters must retire from the business 
of Salt Trading once they are 41 years old), height between 5'1" - 6'2", and 
either male or female sex. Record the choices on the character sheet.
3) When the character is choosing their weight it is based on their height. See 
the following chart to calculate the traders weight. Record the amount (it is in 
pounds). 
Height between 5'1" - 5'4" = weight between 120 - 165
Height between 5'5" - 5'11" = weight between 166 - 220
Height between 6'0" - 6'3" = weight between 221 - 270
4) Next the character roll his main stat line as follows:
Strength: 4D20+D6+1 (minimum of 20, maximum of 80)
Endurance: 3D30+D10 (minimum of 30, maximum of 70)
Dexterity: D100 (minimum of 10, maximum of 65)
Knowledge: D100 (minimum 10, maximum 90)
Courage: D8+1 (minimum 5)
5) Based on the above stats, the character must calculate his main stats. See 
below for details.
Hitpoints: Divide Endurance by 3 (rounded up) to calculate the characters 
hitpoints. The minimum beginning hitpoint value is 12, and the maximum is 
19.
Attack Value: The Attack Value at Skill Level 1 is D4.
Defense Value: The Defense Value at Skill Level 1 is D4+1
Basic Gait, Running Gait, Frenzied Gait: The Basic Gait for a character is 
their dexterity divided by 10 (rounded up). The minimum beginning movement 



for Basic Gait is 3, the maximum is 6. Add 4 to the Basic Gait to calculate the 
Running Gait. The Frenzied Gait is the Running Gait added to the Basic Gait, 
divided by 2 (rounded down). 
6) The character can then choose 1 weapon to specialize in. When using that 
weapon, they will gain +1 Attack Value (so someone specialized in a dagger 
would attack with +1 to his Attack Value when using any type of dagger).
7) Skills: The next stage is to choose the characters skills. See the seperate 
document for information on the skills. The character gets 1 level 1 skill. 
Record the skill and its level (1). 
8) Experience: The character begins at Level 1, and can advance as high as 
Level 35. After every battle, add up the experience value of each enemy 
model killed, then record this under the experience heading. Below is a list on 
how much experience is needed to raise the character to the next Level. At 
every new Level the character gains below.
Experience Advances
Level 1: 200, Level 2: 400, Level 3-15: continue to add 200, Level 16-30: 
continue to add 300, Level 31-35: continue to add 500  
----------
Skill Level Advance

·+D4hp every level
·+D4 to one main stat (strength, dexterity, endurance, knowledge, 
courage) every level
·Every 5 levels the attack value goes to the next dice until level 25 (D4 
[level 1], D6, D8, D10, D12, D20) 
·Every 5 levels the defense value goes to the next dice until level 25 
(see dice above)
·Every 10 levels the character gains 1 specialization point

·Every level the character gains 1 Skill point which can be put into a current 
skill to raise it to the next skill level, or they can gain a new skill from the 
seperate list. A maximum of 5 Skill points can be put into each skill (after that 
a new skill must be chosen).

The Market and Buying:
Once the character has been created, they will need to buy equipment and 
begin their first trip. 
*NOTE= the standard coin used is the Shekel, although many of the less 
established villages use pieces of mined silver or copper, while the desert 
primitives may use commodities such as shells, beads, ivory (elephant tusks), 
furs, and livestock. Shekels are square coins that are made of tin. The coins 
are about as small as a human finger nail, and are extremely thin and light 
weight. The abbreviation for Shekels is ts (tin shekel)
--------------
The character begins with:
5ts
Family Dagger
Herder's Club
10 Crackers
4 Dried Ham
2 Grapes
4 Dates



2 Soup
1 Barley Bread
5' Rope
1 Soap
3 Lotion
1 Small Bottle of Glare Reducer
Leather Armor

RULES

The character begins in the village of Tessalit, which is a commonly raided 
town, and is in salt competition with the capital of Kayes. They cannot look for 
special quests or hire any help, they must make their first expedition by 
themselves. Before the character began the salt trade, they worked as a goat 
herder on the outskirts of Tessalit. Once the San began to attack the village, 
the character moved deeper into the city and looked for a change of work. As 
a goat herder, the character did not make much money, and so often times 
had to go into debt with the local bank to pay the rent. Resulting from this is a  
debt owed to the bank of 50ts within the next year, otherwise the debt will 
double (so after two years it would be 100ts, three years would be 200ts, 
etc.). This means that the character must bring back enough salt to pay the 
debt. Make sure the character knows that this is just a simple goal, they do 
not have to try to figure out any puzzles. It just sets a fair target for their first 
salt expedition, an idea of how much they need to earn. They cannot run to 
another city, they MUST pay the bank back. 

World Map Movement
The character and his train (anything that the character is bringing with him, 
such as camels or donkeys, etc.) are represented on the world map by his 
character marker. Once the character is ready to leave a town, they must 
choose to either travel on a route or not (see below for details). Once they 
have decided they must calculate the number of days it will take to reach their 
destination. If the caravan is travelling on a route, each line represents one 
day of travel. If the character is untrailed travelling, then one day is 5mm of 
character marker movement on the world map. Then they can set out. See 
below for details on what happens during this travelling time. Due to the moon 
rotations and the length of the day, a year in Kulahari desert is 80 days.

ROUTES
There are many premarked routes on the world map, these are the well 
travelled trails between locations. If a character decides to travel on a route, 
there is less danger of getting lost, and hazardous animals do not go near the 
trails. However, San people know of the trails and where they lead, and so 
there is a much greater chance of being ambushed by San people if a route is 
taken. Common bandits from villages also frequent routes. If a character does 
not travel on a route, there is a chance of getting lost in the seemingly endless 
desert, and animals are more common. However, there is a much smaller 
chance (compared to route travelling) that the character will be ambushed by 
San, and there is no chance that local bandits will ambush the caravan. 

TRAVELLING TIME



When a character travels, they are risking many things. Dehydration, raider 
attacks, dangerous animals, and many more factors all face a caravan. To 
represent this, for every day travelled, the character must roll once on the Day 
Event table (either the Route Day Event table, or the Untrailed Day Event 
depending on how the character is travelling). The results of this chart may 
vary, and some require the character to battle. See Combat below for details 
on battling. After the roll has been resolved, the characters must eat food, 
drink water, and other mundane things (see Day Tasks below). Then, roll again 
for the next day, and continue on until the characters have reached their 
destination.

Combat and the Battlefield
Certain Day Event rolls can result in a battle. Fighting can be draining and the 
character risks death each time he participates in a battle. However, raiders 
and other non animals may carry food or water, which can help a salt trader 
reach his goal. Animals can be skinned and their pelts sold, while small 
reptiles can be eaten for nourishment.

BATTLEFIELD SET-UP 
A hexagonal board filled with hexagonal squares is placed as a basis for the 
battle, it is the desert floor. Then place desert terrain based on the world map 
location. Once this is done, place the character model on the board edge, 
facing the direction of his destination. Place any enemies on the edge directly 
opposite the character.

THE ROUND
In each Round there are 4 Phases; movement, special movement, shooting, 
then close combat. They are summarized below. 
Movement: All movement of models takes place during this time. 
Special Movement: Any additional moves such as charging, climbing, 
mounting/dismounting, using inventory items, and retreating
Shooting: Any long range weapon is used during this time.
Close Combat: All models in base to base contact fight in the close combat 
phase.

SURPRISE
At the beginning of the battle, before anyone moves, the character and enemy 
must roll a D20 and add their knowledge. Whoever gets higher can begin 
their round first. 

MOVEMENT
All movement is done across the squares on the desert floor board. There are 
many different speeds that a model can move at. On the character sheet there 
is a Basic Gait, Running Gait, and Frenzied Gait. Below is a detailed 
explanation of each. 
Basic Gait: This is a normal walking speed for a model. If a model uses its 
Basic Gait rate then he can attack normally without any penalties. A model can 
only use a long ranged weapon if they have moved at a Basic Gait speed.
Running Gait: This is the value used when a character is running at his top 
speed. As the model is focused on running, he cannot make any attack of any 
kind (close combat or long range). If a model runs they gain a bonus against 
long range weapons of +1 Armor Point (as it is harder to hit a fast moving 



target). The Running Gait is the speed used when a model charges forward 
into close combat.
Frenzied Gait: When a model has failed a Courage Check (explained below) 
then they move at this rate. They are either scared, or wildly mad with anger. 
This is mostly used by animals, as they tend to run from battle quite 
frequently. 

SPECIAL MOVEMENT
If a model has at least 1 point of movement left (no matter what speed they 
were going) they may use a special movement, listed below.
Charging: If a model charges into close combat, they gain a +1 bonus to their 
Attack Value for the remainder of the round. This special movement can only 
be done if there is an enemy within 2 squares, and uses the Running Gait 
speed value.
Climbing: A model may encounter a piece of terrain that is larger than him. If 
this happens, they must roll below their current dexterity on a D100. If they 
succeed they can climb to the top of the slope, if they fail they must end their 
round there, and cannot make any long range attacks.
Mounting/Dismounting: If a model has a mount (such as a camel, donkey, 
etc.) then they can dismount or remount from the animal. Place their foot 
model next to the mount. 
Inventory: A model may use something from his inventory. This can include 
reloading a quiver, using healing, antidotes, or anything else from the 
inventory that does not affect another model. 
Retreat: If a model is losing the battle, they can choose to retreat. They can 
immedietly move towards the nearest game board edge, at the speed of a 
Frenzied Gait. If they reach the table edge, then they are considered to have 
left the battle and do not have any further effect on the battle.

SHOOTING
When a model is armed with a long range weapon, and is not in close combat, 
they can fire it once. Count off one projectile from the quiver, as that is what 
is being fired (bolts, arrows, darts, and other things). Roll the Attack Value of 
the character with the current long range weapon, and subtract the targets 
Armor Points. The remainder is how many attacks have hit the target. Roll 
the damage value of the weapon for every attack that hits. Add up all of the 
damage dice, and divide by 2 (rounded up). The result of this is how many 
hitpoints are removed from the target.
[eg. Hazerdail, a salt trader, encounters a Kit Fox. He is armed with a short 
bow, and has an Attack Value of D8+1. He aims at the Kit Fox, and fires with 
the short bow, using Stone Tipped Light Arrows (D4 damage). The Kit Fox has 
4 Armor Points. Hazerdail rolls D8+1, his result is 5+1=6. He subtracts the 4 
Armor Points, resulting in 2 (6-4=2). He rolls D4 for each attack that hits 
(2D4), resulting in 7. This is divided by two (rounded up) which equals 4 (7 
divided by 2 rounded up = 4). The Kit Fox removes 4 hitpoints from his 
beginning score.]

CLOSE COMBAT
In close combat, a character can make varying types of attacks, that do 
different kinds of damage. Based on the armor of the enemy, different slashes 
and thrusts will be more useful. When attacking, a model chooses which kind 
of attack he wishes to make, based on the available types (this varies 



depending on the weapon). The attacker rolls his Attack Value dice, while the 
opponent rolls his Defense Value dice. If the attacker gets lower than the 
opponent, then he has missed his attack, and his close combat phase is over. 
If the attacker gets higher than the opponent the difference in the two dice 
rolls is how many attacks hit the target. Then the attacker rolls one damage 
dice for every attack that hits, and totals the dice. Then, depending on the 
attack mode, subtract the corresponding amount from the damage rolled, 
equal to the Armor Points against the type of attack. The remainder is the 
hitpoints that are taken off from the target.
[eg. Hazerdail is armed with a dagger (which does D4 damage) and is trying to  
finish off the Kit Fox. He shot at in the previous round. Hazerdail rolls his 
Attack Value of D10, and the Kit Fox rolls his Defense Value of D8. He rolls a 9,  
and the Kit Fox rolls a 3. Hazerdail hits with 6 of his attacks. Hazerdail rolls 
6D4, resulting in 14, using a Slashing Attack. The Kit Fox has 2 Armor Points 
vs. Slashing, and so 2 is subtracted from the 14 damage, resulting in 12. 12 
hitpoints are removed from the Kit Fox, and it kills the animal.]
Critical: If the maximum amount (eg. 8 on a D8) is rolled on the Attack Value, 
then an additional 1 attack will automatically hit the target. 
Fumble: If the minimum amount (eg. 1 on a D8) is rolled on the Attack Value, 
then the opponent who did not fumble gets +1 to his next Attack Value.
Courage Check: If half (rounded up) of the enemies have been killed, the 
remaining enemies must take a Courage Check or else they will run in a 
random direction at their Frenzied Gait speed. The last enemy alive must 
take an immediete Courage Check, if they fail they suffer the above effects as 
well. The enemies will remain like this until they can successfully pass a 
Courage Check, at which time they resume a normal round. All shots fired at 
a cowardly target hit with +1 Attack Value. No one can engage a cowardly 
opponent in close combat. When taking a Courage Check immedietly after 
half (rounded up) of the enemies are killed, it can interrupt play. When 
rechecking the test roll only once at the start of the enemies round. 
Courage Checks are taken on a D10. A character must take a Courage Check 
if they are reduced to 5hp or less. If they fail the check they will suffer the 
same effects as above, and must continue to take the checks each turn as 
with a normal enemy.

Day Tasks

At the end of every day, after the Day Event table (either Route or Untrailed) 
is rolled on, the character must do the following:
- Roll to calculate the temperature (between 30 - 60 degrees celcius)
- Eat a value of 10 Food Points
- Drink 500mL of water
- Feed every animal 1 Food Point
- Every animal must drink 100mL of water (although they have a lot stored 
through adaptations)
- Whoever is hired must drink 2 Food Points, and drink 300mL of water
- D6 hitpoints will be healed for everyone in the train, including the character 
(this is from sleeping)
- Reduce water based on the vaporization rate (see seperate chart)

Food and Water



Every enemy stat line has a number of Food Points which can be gained if it 
is eaten. If the value is 0, then the animal either has un-nurishing meat, or 
something inside of the animal is toxic to a human. A character can stockpile 
different animals that are killed, and eat them instead of food that has been 
brought along. Each type of food has a date when it expires, and it cannot be 
eaten after that time. See the main food chart for details on animal meat 
expirey times. 
Water is carried in pottery, which is bought at the market before leaving on 
an expedition. There are many different types of materials which vases and 
jars are made out of, each with their own bonuses and drawbacks. At the end 
of the day water is reduced based on how much is evaportated during the 
day. In this way, a caravan can end up running out of water. 

Desert Hazards and Plants

35 Twinewood (Plant): The thin strandy roots of the twinewood can be 
harvested as the main component for rope. Above the surface the plant has 
three to five shrivelled leaves, ranging from a half a meter to three meters 
long, and so it appears to have died and is often left untouched by out of 
country travellers or inexperienced traders. The plant stores little water, and 
the small amount of salt that it uses has been soaked over the roots to as a 
gluey residue which keeps out bugs and other salt hunting pests. For every 
Twinewood plant found, enough salty rope can be harvested to make 1 foot of 
rope. 
20 Agave (Plant): Large leafed plants with an extending stock (used as a 
base for flowers) that can rise to 12m above the ground. The thick fleshy 
leaves can store considerable quantities of water, and so are useful for 
restoring any evaporated liquid. The leaves are spiked at the tips and slightly 
down the edges, and grow up to a length of 2m in a cluster around the base of 
the plant. A variation of the Agave plant is the Sisal, which is mostly found in 
the west. Yielded from this plants is a long fiber named Sisal Hemp, which can 
be crushed to produce a lathering pulp common in soap. For every Agave 
plant enough Sisal Hemp can be found to make 1 bar of Soap
55 Peyote (Plant): A small, spineless turnip shaped catcus. The sap of a 
Peyote is often used as a component in the aging process used on hides to 
increase their lustre. For every Peyote plant found, enough sap can be 
harvested to add lustre to 1 animal hide.
10 Resurrection Plant: A fernlike plant, with scalelike leaves and a frame 
that can grow to 10cm. The plant requires little water to survive, and so is not 
useful for refilling empty water skins, as most of the water is used in the 
growth of the plant. When totally deprived of water for many weeks, the plant 
will role into a small ball which stays in an inanimate phase until the wind 
borne shell touches water. Hence the name, the plant will then open and begin 
to regrow. In the dried up state, Resurrection Plants are often sold as novelties 
to village children and passing out of state travellers. A Resurrection Plant can 
be sold on the market, as the price is noted. 
65, 70 Succulent (Plant): Another name for a common cactus. The catcus is 
well known for its long roots and ability to store water. The outside of a cactus 
is covered in bristly spines. Most of the sap is stored in the stem, and is often 
used as a sweetener when more expensive luxuries are not available. It takes 
a skilled hand to harvest water from a cactus. The first knowledge number is 
for harvesting the sweetening oil, which for every cactus there is enough sap 



to make 3mL of Peasant Sweetener. The second number is for harvesting 
water. From every cactus 10mL of water can be harvested.
60 Jojoba (Plant): The jojoba plant is very useful, as a clear oil can be yielded 
if the jojoba plant is correctly harvested. The oil is derived from the seeds, 
which are normally half seed and half oil. The oil is used as a glare reducing 
eye makeup, in cooking of fish, and also as many variational lotions. Jojoba 
plants take many years (up to 10) to fully develop to a state where they can 
be harvested, and so a fully grown jojoba plant is a precious commodity. The 
plant commonly grows to 6m high. The oil that is harvested is common and 
can be sold as either 1 bottle of Fish Cooking Oil, 10mL of Lotion, or 1 Small 
Bottle of Glare Reducer. Only one jojoba plant is ever found in a location.
40 Creosote Bush (Plant): The plant grows to a height of around 3m, and is 
named for the tarlike odor of resin derived from the plant. Creosote bushes 
can live up to 100 years, but after such a long time they expand and clone, 
but to a passing glance a large sprawl of cloned bushes can appear as one 
large Creosote plant. The resin is often used as a spice or perfume, if properly 
adjusted with several other ingredients. If creosote resin is added to Onion 
Spice (1 gram) and Sweet Apple Juice (5mL) and 20mL of water, the spice 
Creosote Touch can be created (25mL of it) or Sweet Creosote Perfume (2mL).
20 Cereus (Plant): The plant can grow to 15m high, and has many sprouts 
around the base which are shorter. Often times more than 20 sprouts can be 
found from a single plant. The Cereus plant is well known for its large white 
fragrant flowers of the desert, best known to bloom at night under the colder 
temperatures. These flowers are often symbols of secret love, as they bloom 
only at night. Night Blooming flowers can be sold to private customers, or to 
the market, although the demand is not very high as the flowers are easy to 
come by. For every Cereus plant found D4 flowers can be taken. The flowers 
die within 20 days if not sold. 

As well as these plants, there are many hazards which face a caravan. Most 
are detailed on the chart, but some need further explanation provided below.
Dehydration: If a character does not recieve at least 500ml of water every 
day, he will start to be weak and dizzy, and if water is not recieved for 4 days, 
the character will die immedietly. If the trader has missed his daily water 
serving, in the next battle his Attack Value is set immedietly to D6 (or stays 
as it is if it is already lower) and the trader loses 10hp from his beginning 
score (as he is weakened, this cannot kill him though).
Famine: If a character does not get 10 Food Points every day then they 
have all their movement types lowered by 2 (to a minimum of 1) and cannot 
use any special movement, and all Attack Value rolls suffer a -2 penalty (if 
a 1 is the result of the deduction, it does not count as a fumble). If a character 
does not get any food within 4 days, he dies immedietly. If a character is 
really suffering, he can eat any mounts he has, or dismiss hired help (so he 
does not have to use food or water on them). Also, 1 salt piece (from salt 
mining) can be eaten, and it equals 1 Food Point.
Oasis: If a watering hole or oasis is found, the character can refill all the 
pottery he may have, and counts as drinking 500mL of water for that day. 
Mark down on the world map where oasis are. There cannot be more than 20 
oasis ever on the world map, including the ones already found along routes.
Special Plants: If a character has a high enough knowledge (there is a 
value of 1-100 to the left of every plant, if the character has knowledge equal 
or higher than this value, he can identify the use of the plant) then certain 



things can be harvested from plants. Read the full descriptions above. Oils and 
other plant materials can be sold at the market at the listed price for the 
amount yielded.

Salt Mining

When a character actually reaches a salt field, he will want to begin to harvest 
the salt. For every location of salt travelled over, roll 2D20. The result is the 
salt content found. Next, roll a D100. If the result is above the percentage of 
salt content, then no salt can be harvested, it is to old or the character does 
not have enough experience. If the result of the D100 is equal to or below 
the 2D20 salt content roll, then salt has been found. The difference between 
the salt content percentage and the D100 result is how many pieces of salt 
can be harvested at that location. Every successful salt expedition results in 
an advance of +50xp
[eg. Hazerdail reaches his salt field destination and wants to harvest from the 
salt. He rolls 2D20 which results in 18%. He then rolls a D100, coming up with 
a 10. The 18% salt content minus the 10 rolled is 8, so 8 pieces of salt are 
found. These can be brought back to the Salt Agora and sold for a tidy profit].

 



Salt Caravans: Camel, Donkey, Akhal-Teke (desert horse) and Llama are all used for desert travel. Most caravans 
travel single file, as to take advantage of the later day shadows, and some of the larger caravans may extend for almost 
10km. Wars are often fought over trade routes, and caravans may be ambushed by raiders from an enemy city. Halite, 
the form of rock salt that is most sought after form in beds ranging from 1m to 30m. Often times Halite is associated 
with gypsum, sylvite, anhydrite, calcite, clay, and sand, most of which have a use among the small villages 
surrounding salt deposits. The blocks are colorless and transparent when totally pure, but once they become more raw 
they range from yellow, red, blue, and purple by impurities. 
San: Often called the Bushmen by out of country travellers, most San live as hunters and raiders of caravans. Each 
San tribe (consisting of around ten families) has a territory of      80-130 sq.km. Since there are many bands of San 
people, their territories sometimes overlap across a trade route. This results in either an abandoned trade route, or a 
hazardous and often raided trail. San use crudely constructed light bows and poison tipped arrows. Each band of San 
is led by a hereditary headman (or chief) who has limited power over the choises of the group. The San are nomadic 
people, but often times they will settle for weeks in an area, carving out a home in surrounding red rock caves or 
building thatched shelters. 

AKHAL-TEKE (desert horse)
CAMEL
GEMSBOK (ORYX, STRAIGHT HAIRED ANTELOPE)

Saluki is a gazelle hunting dog that can be bought



---------------
Name: 
No. of Appearing:
Hitpoints: 
Basic Gait:
Running Gait:
Frenzied Gait:
Attack Value:
Defense Value:
WEAPON
Name:
Range:
Damage:
Attack Types:
Special:
--------
AP vs. Slashing-    AP vs. Crushing-
AP vs. Piercing-    AP vs. Stabbing-
--------
Special Attack:
Special Defense:
Height:
Courage:
Knowledge:
Loot:
XP Value:

---------------
Name: Digger Bee
No. of Appearing: D100
Hitpoints: special
Basic Gait: 4 (flying)
Running Gait: n/a
Frenzied Gait: 7 (flying)
Attack Value: special
Defense Value: special
WEAPON
Name: Sting
Range: n/a
Damage: special
Attack Types: P, S
Special: special
--------
AP vs. Slashing- 0   AP vs. Crushing- 0
AP vs. Piercing- 0   AP vs. Stabbing- 0
--------
Special Attack: The Digger Bees are all swarmed into one square, and move as a unit. When they come into base to base 
contact with a character, do the following. The character may roll one dice equal to the damage of his current weapon 
(close combat weapons only). If a 1 is rolled on the dice, then the character loses D4 hitpoints from the stings. If anything 
above a 1 is rolled, that amount of digger bees are killed (so if a 5 was rolled 5 digger bees would be killed). Digger Bees 
cannot make any of their own attacks, their attacks are only based on those of the characters mistakes. The D4 damage to 
the character is not reduced at all. 
Special Defense: Immune to long range
Height: below 1'
Courage: 8 (never flee)
Knowledge: 25
Loot: nil
XP Value: 5 / 20 bees



---------------
Name: Kit Fox
No. of Appearing: 2 adults and D4 cubs
Hitpoints: 13, 8 (cubs)
Basic Gait: 3
Running Gait:4
Frenzied Gait: 3
Attack Value: D4, 1-3 (cubs)
Defense Value: 1-2
WEAPON
Name: Claw, Bite
Range: n/a
Damage: 1-3, 1-2 (cubs), D4, 1-3 (cubs)
Attack Types: Sl, P (bite)
Special: The claw attack hits at +1 Attack Value
--------
AP vs. Slashing- 1  AP vs. Crushing- -1
AP vs. Piercing- 0  AP vs. Stabbing- 0
--------
Special Attack: The 2 full grown adults will defend the cubs if they can.
Special Defense: The Kit Fox family has a den located in a random square. All adjacent squares are inpassable to 
everything but the adults and cubs. The cubs will be in the den at the start of the battle. Roll a D20 at the end of every Kit 
Fox turn. If 17-20 is rolled then 1 cub emerges from the den at a Running Gait during the next Kit Fox movement phase. 
If the adults are killed, all the cubs immedietly come out.
Height: 2'-3' (cubs), 3'-4' (adults)
Courage: 4, 5 (if cubs are still alive in the den), 3 (cubs)
Knowledge: 25
Loot: nil
XP Value: 20 (adults), 10 (cubs)

---------------
Name: Great Horned Owl
No. of Appearing: 1-2
Hitpoints: D10
Basic Gait: 2 (walking), 4 (flying)
Running Gait: 2 (walking), 4 (flying)
Frenzied Gait: may not walk, 3 (flying)
Attack Value: D4+1
Defense Value: 1-3
WEAPON
Name: Talon
Range: n/a
Damage: D4
Attack Types: Sl, P
Special: If the Great Horned Owl charges into combat, the Talon attack does D6 damage instead of D4
--------
AP vs. Slashing- 1 AP vs. Crushing: 0
AP vs. Piercing- 1  AP vs. Stabbing- -1
--------
Special Attack: The Great Horned Owl gains +10 to his surprise roll
Special Defense: If 2 Great Horned Owls appear, then they are placed on a random edge of the board instead of directly 
opposite the character
Height: 1'-2'
Courage: 4
Knowledge: 58
Loot: D100 Great Horned Owl Feathers
XP Value: 35

---------------
Name: Thrasher
No. of Appearing: 1



Hitpoints: 6-12
Basic Gait: 2 (walking), 3 (flying)
Running Gait: 3 (walking), 4 (flying)
Frenzied Gait: 1 (walking), 2 (flying) [The Thrasher will make a random type of movement when frenzied]
Attack Value: D4
Defense Value: D4
WEAPON
Name: Claw, Peck
Range: n/a
Damage: 1-3, D4+1
Attack Types: Sl (claw), P, S (peck)
Special: If a 4 is rolled on the D4 (without the +1 modifier) then there is an additional +1 damage.
--------
AP vs. Slashing- 0  AP vs. Crushing- -1
AP vs. Piercing- 1  AP vs. Stabbing- 0
--------
Special Attack: If the Thrasher uses the Peck attack then the next attack done by the character hits at +1 Attack Value
Special Defense: The Thrasher is hard to spot, and so the Thrasher has a Defense Value of D6 against long range weapons
Height: 1'
Courage: 4
Knowledge: 42
Loot: nil
XP Value: 30

---------------
Name: Leech Snail
No. of Appearing: D4+1
Hitpoints: 2
Basic Gait: 2
Running Gait: n/a
Frenzied Gait: 1
Attack Value: special
Defense Value: 1
WEAPON
Name: Leech Valve
Range: n/a
Damage: 1-2
Attack Types: special
Special: This weapon can only be used when the character is sleeping. The leech snail comes from a nearby well or from 
underground waterbeds and drinks the characters blood. No attack value roll is needed to be made, the attack 
automatically hits. Roll for the damage, but do not subtract any AP vs. attack type from the damage, as armor cannot stop 
the leech snail. If the character can roll below their dexterity on a D100 after the attack has been made and the damage 
subtracted, then the character wakes up and can attack the leech snails.  
--------
AP vs. Slashing- 0   AP vs. Crushing- 0
AP vs. Piercing- 0   AP vs. Stabbing- 0
--------
Special Attack: nil
Special Defense: The leech snail will appear from a random table edge, and will advance to the character. At the end of 
the movement of the leech snail roll 4D20 and if the result is equal to or below the characters dexterity, they awaken and 
can fight the leech snails normally.
Height: below 1'
Courage: 2
Knowledge: 5
Loot: nil
XP Value: 5

---------------
Name: Antelope
No. of Appearing: D10
Hitpoints: 13-18



Basic Gait: 5
Running Gait: 7
Frenzied Gait: 3
Attack Value: D6
Defense Value: D4
WEAPON
Name: Serrated Horns 
Range: n/a
Damage: D4, D6 (charging)
Attack Types: S (normal), C, P (charging)
Special: If the Antelope charges the character, then use the charging value for the Serrated Horns
--------
AP vs. Slashing- -1   AP vs. Crushing- 1
AP vs. Piercing- 0   AP vs. Stabbing- 0 
--------
Special Attack: nil
Special Defense: Roll a Courage test every Antelope turn. If it is passed the Antelope will move towards the character and 
try to attack them. If it is failed they will move in a random direction away from the character. Only roll this test for 
Antelope out of combat with a character. If they are engaged in combat with a character then do not roll this test. If over 
half of the Antelope are in combat or moving to combat the charater then do not roll any tests for the remaining Antelope, 
they will automatically try to attack the character once they see the herd attacking.
Height: 3'-6'
Courage: 4
Knowledge: 35
Loot: nil
XP Value: 25

---------------
Name: Auodad
No. of Appearing: D4 (female adults), D8 (cubs), 1-2 (male adults)
Hitpoints: 10-14 (female adults), 6-8 (cubs), 16-21 (male adults)
Basic Gait: 4
Running Gait: 5
Frenzied Gait: 4
Attack Value: D4+1 (female adults), D4 (cubs), D6+1 (male adults)
Defense Value: D4
WEAPON
Name: Massive Horns
Range: n/a
Damage: D6 (male and female adults), D4 (cubs)
Attack Types: C
Special: If a model is hit by an adult set of massive horns they are knocked back 1 square. If they strike a solid object they 
suffer D6 damage, and if they strike another model both suffer D4 damage.
--------
AP vs. Slashing- 1   AP vs. Crushing- 0
AP vs. Piercing- 0   AP vs. Stabbing- -1
--------
Special Attack: When fighting, the males will try to guard the females who will try to guard the cubs.
Special Defense: Selling Auodad pelts is illegal. See the seperate rules for information on this. 
Height: 4'-7'
Courage: 4 (female adults if cubs are dead), 6 (female adults if cubs are alive), 3 (cubs), 6 (male adults)
Knowledge: 20
Loot: nil
XP Value: 20 (female adults), 10 (cubs), 40 (male adults)

---------------
Name: Fennec Fox
No. of Appearing: 1
Hitpoints: 17
Basic Gait: 4
Running Gait: 6



Frenzied Gait: 2
Attack Value: D6+1
Defense Value: D4+1
WEAPON
Name: Claw, Bite, Targetted Bite
Range: n/a
Damage: D4, D6, D6
Attack Types: Sl, S (claw), P (bite), P (targetted bite)
Special: The targetted bite can hit a specific area on the target (head, arms, legs, body, etc). The armor points are 
subtracted from the damage used only from that armor on that location. (so if a Fennec Fox attacked a target in the head 
who was wearing a Leather Cap then no damage would be subtracted as a Leather Cap does not resist any damage from a 
piercing source, such as the targetted bite).
--------
AP vs. Slashing- 1   AP vs. Crushing- 0
AP vs. Piercing- -1   AP vs. Stabbing- 0
--------
Special Attack: nil
Special Defense: If the Fennec Fox can roll a 7 or below on a D10 then all damage from one source is reduced to 0. 
Height: 3'-4'
Courage: 4
Knowledge: 70
Loot: nil
XP Value: 65

---------------
Name: Gazelle
No. of Appearing: 2D8
Hitpoints: 12-17
Basic Gait: 4
Running Gait: 7
Frenzied Gait: 3
Attack Value: D4+1
Defense Value: D4+1
WEAPON
Name: Horns, Trample
Range: n/a
Damage: D6, special
Attack Types: P, S (horns), C (trample)
Special: The trample move can only be done to models on foot. If the target character fails a dexterity check, they are hit 
by the trample. Next, the character rolls a strength check. If they pass this they suffer D6+1 damage, and no AP is 
removed from the damage. If they fail the test they suffer D10 damage, although AP is removed from the damage.
--------
AP vs. Slashing- 1   AP vs. Crushing- -1
AP vs. Piercing- 0   AP vs. Stabbing- 0
--------
Special Attack: nil
Special Defense: nil
Height: 4'-5'
Courage: 4
Knowledge: 80
Loot: nil
XP Value: 25

---------------
Name: Hartebeast
No. of Appearing: 1-2 (adults), D6+1 (cubs), D4 (young)
Hitpoints: 12-14 (adults), 6-7 (cubs), 10 (young)
Basic Gait: 5 (adult and young), 3 (cubs)
Running Gait: 6
Frenzied Gait: 2
Attack Value: D6 (adults), D4+1 (young), 1-3 (cubs)



Defense Value: D6
WEAPON
Name: Headslam
Range: n/a
Damage: D6+1
Attack Types: C
Special: If the target hit fails a strength check they are knocked back 1 square. However, no damage is suffered if they hit 
another model or a solid object.
--------
AP vs. Slashing- 0   AP vs. Crushing- 0
AP vs. Piercing- 1   AP vs. Stabbing- 1
--------
Special Attack: nil
Special Defense: The cubs will try to avoid combat, and will try to move to the highest point on the map. The young will 
attack the character only if the adults are already in combat or heading into combat with the character.
Height: 3'-6'
Courage: 5 (adults), 4 (young), 3 (cubs)
Knowledge: 45
Loot: nil
XP Value: 25 (adults), 10 (cubs and young)

---------------
Name: Collared Lizard
No. of Appearing: 2 (adults) D10 (young for every adult)
Hitpoints: 18-23 (adults), D4 (young)
Basic Gait: 4
Running Gait: 5
Frenzied Gait: 4
Attack Value: D8 (adults), D4 (young)
Defense Value: 2D4
WEAPON
Name: Fangs, Claw Slash, Tail Swipe, Young Bite (young only)
Range: 1 (tail swipe), n/a (all others)
Damage: D6, D6+1, D4, 1-2
Attack Types: P (fangs), Sl (claw slash), C, S (tail swipe), S (young bite)
Special: If the target fails to roll below his basic gait speed (on a D8) they are knocked down when hit from the tail swipe 
(only affects characters on foot). It takes 1 special movement phase for a character to regain his footing after being 
knocked down. While knocked down the charater's defense value is lowered to D4 (or it stays where it is if it is already 
lower than D4). The young ride on the Collared Lizards back and attack from their. On every adult back there are D10 of 
the young. After the adult has attacked, roll the attack for every young as well. The young can only make a young bite 
attack, everything else is done by the adults. If the adult is killed the young flee and no longer take part in combat (the 
character does not gain experience for any fleeing young). 
--------
AP vs. Slashing- 1   AP vs. Crushing- 1
AP vs. Piercing- 1    AP vs. Stabbing- 2
--------
Special Attack: nil
Special Defense: The character can choose to attack either the adult or the young.
Height: 2'-4' (adult), below 1' (young)
Courage: 4 (adult if young are dead), 8 (if young are alive), 1 (young, but will only run if adult is killed; see above)
Knowledge: 30
Loot: nil
XP Value: 45 (adult), 5 (young)

---------------
Name: Iguana
No. of Appearing: 1
Hitpoints: 8-11
Basic Gait: 3
Running Gait: 5
Frenzied Gait: 1



Attack Value: D6
Defense Value: D4+1
WEAPON
Name: Bite
Range: n/a
Damage: 1-3
Attack Types: P, S
Special: nil
--------
AP vs. Slashing- 0   AP vs. Crushing- -2
AP vs. Piercing- 1   AP vs. Stabbing- 0
--------
Special Attack: nil
Special Defense: No mounted characters can attack the iguana in close combat.
Height: 1'-2'
Courage: 3
Knowledge: 15
Loot: nil
XP Value: 20

---------------
Name: Massasauga Snake
No. of Appearing: 1 (also a 1-40% chance of 2 Massasauga snakes appearing)
Hitpoints: 11-12
Basic Gait: 4 
Running Gait: n/a
Frenzied Gait: 2
Attack Value: D6
Defense Value: D6
WEAPON
Name: Poison Bite, Bite
Range: 1 (poison bite), n/a (bite)
Damage: D4, D8
Attack Types: P (poison bite), P, S (bite)
Special: If a 4 is rolled on the poison bite then the target hit is wounded by poison. They will lose D4+1 hitpoints at the 
end of every of their turns until they use an antidote.
--------
AP vs. Slashing- 0   AP vs. Crushing- -1
AP vs. Piercing- 3   AP vs. Stabbing- 2
--------
Special Attack: nil
Special Defense: The massasauga is hard to hit, as it is well camoflauged. To represent this, the characters attack value for 
close combat is reduced by a -2 penalty, and reroll any criticals. For long range shots there is a -1 attack value penalty, and  
the snake gains +1 AP vs. piercing against any long range shots.
Height: 2'-7'
Courage: 3
Knowledge: 40
Loot: nil
XP Value: 50

---------------
Name: Goannas Lizard
No. of Appearing: 1
Hitpoints: 20-26
Basic Gait: 4
Running Gait: 6
Frenzied Gait: 2
Attack Value: D8
Defense Value: D6
WEAPON
Name: Bite, Claw Slash, Tail Swipe



Range: 1 (tail swipe), n/a (bite and claw slash)
Damage: D6+1, D6, D4
Attack Types: P, C (bite), Sl (claw slash), C (tail swipe)
Special: If a 4 is rolled on the damage of the tail swipe then the target is knocked back 1 square. If they hit a solid object or 
another model they suffer D6 damage. If the character has an endurance of 65 or less, then there is a 1-80% chance that 
the bite will inflict poison on the target. Until an antidote is used, the character will lose D4 hitpoints at the end of their 
turns (if they pass an endurance check) or D6 damage (if they fail an endurance check).
--------
AP vs. Slashing- -1   AP vs. Crushing- 0
AP vs. Piercing- 0   AP vs. Stabbing- 1
--------
Special Attack: nil
Special Defense: nil
Height: 3'-6'
Courage: 5
Knowledge: 30
Loot: nil
XP Value: 40

---------------
Name: Sidewinder
No. of Appearing: 1-2
Hitpoints: 8
Basic Gait: 7
Running Gait: n/a
Frenzied Gait: 9
Attack Value: D8+1
Defense Value: D4+3
WEAPON
Name: Bite, Strangle
Range: n/a
Damage: D6, D6
Attack Types: P, S (bite), C (strangle)
Special: The sidewinder can try to strangle a specific area on the character, if they are in base to base contact. For every 
turn that the snake is strangling the location on the character, roll a D10. If an 8-10 is rolled, the character has thrown the 
snake off. If a 1-7 is rolled, then the sidewinder can make a normal strangle attack. A strangle attack hits at D10 attack 
value, and the character suffers a -1 defense value penalty. Only the arms, body, and head can be strangled. If a 6 is rolled 
on the damage, then there is a 1-25% chance that poison is inflicted. This chance is further increased by +10% if the 
sidewinder is strangling the characters head. If poisoned, the character loses D6 hitpoints every turn until an antidote is 
used.
--------
AP vs. Slashing- 2   AP vs. Crushing- 2
AP vs. Piercing- 1   AP vs. Stabbing- 2
--------
Special Attack: nil
Special Defense: Immune to all long range attacks
Height: 4'-12'
Courage: 6
Knowledge: 60
Loot: nil
XP Value: 50

---------------
Name: Killifish
No. of Appearing: D6+1
Hitpoints: 4-15
Basic Gait: 5 (underwater)
Running Gait: n/a
Frenzied Gait: 5 (underwater)
Attack Value: D4+1
Defense Value: D20 (close combat)



WEAPON
Name: Spindle Slash
Range: 2
Damage: D6 
Attack Types: P
Special: Once the attack hits, the Killifish dies, and the spindle built into its spines tears out and stays in the character. At 
the end of the characters turn they suffer D8 damage, and all AP bonuses from the leg location are nullified. After the 
damage has been done, the character must pass an endurance check. If they fail it they pass out, and there is a 1-75% 
chance that they drown, and are killed immedietly. If they pass it, they may make a strength check. If this is passed then 
the spindle is pulled out, and no further damage is done to the target. If a Killifish is killed by its spindle ripping out, no 
experience is given to the character.
--------
AP vs. Slashing- 4   AP vs. Crushing- 3
AP vs. Piercing- 1   AP vs. Stabbing- 0
--------
Special Attack: nil 
Special Defense: The Killifish cannot go on land, and can only attack characters that are in the water (for such reasons as 
gathering water, or washing, etc). The Killifish cannot be eaten, and so it is not on the food list.
Height: 1' or below
Courage: 8
Knowledge: 20
Loot: nil
XP Value: 35

---------------
Name: Rattlesnake
No. of Appearing: 1
Hitpoints: 7-13
Basic Gait: 3
Running Gait: 4
Frenzied Gait: 5
Attack Value: D6
Defense Value: D4+1
WEAPON
Name: Poison Fang Bite
Range: 1
Damage: D6
Attack Types: P
Special: If the character hit fails an endurance test (at a +3 base) then they are poisoned by the bite. If they do not take an 
antidote within 1 hour, they will die. During the battle the character will lose D4hp to the poison at the end of their every 
turn until an antidote is taken. 
--------
AP vs. Slashing- 0   AP vs. Crushing- -1
AP vs. Piercing- 2   AP vs. Stabbing- 1
--------
Special Attack: nil
Special Defense: nil
Height: 4'-9'
Courage: 4
Knowledge: 55
Loot: nil
XP Value: 70

---------------
Name: Caravan Bandit (Foot)
No. of Appearing: D4+1
Hitpoints: 
Basic Gait:
Running Gait:
Frenzied Gait:
Attack Value:



Defense Value:
WEAPON
Name:
Range:
Damage:
Attack Types:
Special:
--------
AP vs. Slashing-    AP vs. Crushing-
AP vs. Piercing-    AP vs. Stabbing-
--------
Special Attack:
Special Defense:
Height:
Courage:
Knowledge:
Loot:
XP Value:


